WA F E R M A G A Z I N E S
For the optimum protection
of wafer and cell edges
on the production line

WAFERMAGAZINES
Purpose and benefits

Applications
PV – cell production
Buffer for wafers and cells
Automation of transport systems
Wafer and cell handling
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Advantages
Gentle handling of wafers and cells
on the production line
Practise-proven protection of wafer and
cell edges as a result of consistent
prevention of relative movement.
We can fulfil your requirements relating
to any attachable carrier
Significant cost savings by minimizing
the breakage rate

Wafermagazines
The wafer and belt magazines provide the
gentle handling of wafers and cells on the
production line and were developed with the
intent of reducing to a technical minimum the
breakage especially at the edges.
The magazines incorporate technical
and technological knowledge from leading
companies of the PV industry.
We produce quantities in any volume,
from small order runs to quantities of 1000
units or more.
Would you like to reduce your breakage rate
and costs?
Talk to us –we would be happy to help.

KELLER FEINWERKTECHNIK
Manufacturing know how and quality

In 1921, master precision engineer
Amandus Keller founded his workshop
right at Hamburg’s Michel, thus laying the
foundations for the start of his success
story. He soon purchased his own building
in Hamburg Lokstedt. After World War II, the
company increasingly developed and built,
along with large projectors for ship building,
film processing equipment for film and sound
studios around the world.
Since 1985, we have produced high-quality
and sophisticated precision turned and
milled parts on computerised machines for
a wide variety of industrial applications, and
have assembled units to customer orders.
In the area of special engineering and
automation technology, from user-specific
task definition to start-up and service, we
have created customised solutions under
one roof since 1982.
In 1992/93, we purchased the new premises
at the A23 exit at Elmshorn. A qualified,
motivated team with decades of experience
and state-of-the-art operational equipment
give us confidence of always being able to
meet our customers’ requirements, today
and in the future.

Keller Feinwerktechnik GmbH
Precision parts from CNC manufacturing
Automation engineering
Special engineering
Gewerbepark Süd / BAB
Fritz-Straßmann-Straße 2
Germany 25337 Elmshorn b. Hamburg
Telefon: +49 4121 / 7 30 - 55/57
Telefax: +49 4121 / 7 86 71
E-Mail: info@keller-feinwerktechnik.de
www.keller-feinwerktechnik.de

